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In a recent McKinsey article titled ‘Putting Organizational

Complexity in its Place’, the authors state: 

 

“Not all complexity is bad for business – but executives don’t

always know what kind their company has. They should

understand what creates complexity for most employees,

remove what doesn’t add value, and channel the rest to

employees who can handle it effectively.” 

 

The field of organisational complexity is central to the work

that BIOSS SA does on a daily basis. We have been utilsing a

complexity – management solution with our clients

successfully over the last 3 decades.

 

At BIOSS we look at complexity from an organisational and

individual perspective and in doing so try answer the

following questions: 

 

1) What does the overall complexity in the organisation look

like from a structural perspective?
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1) Starting with the belief that every organisation and every

role within it has an inherent amount of complexity,

uncertainty and ambiguity at varying levels that needs to be

managed.

 

2) Applying our ‘Levels of Work’ organisational design

methodology to help us understand the nature of the

complexity faced at all organisational levels (i.e. what we call

a Levels of Work Audit, similar to creating ‘heat maps’)

 

3) Implementing a scientific process we have used with

thousands of organisations across the globe  that  enables us to

determine whether people have the capability to manage the

complexity of their roles (i.e. Career Path Appreciation).

 

4) Utilising technology to perform talent and structural

analytics to remove obstacles and boost organisational

effectiveness. 

 

We answer these questions by:

2) What does complexity look like within

the organisational levels and job roles?

 

3) Where is complexity causing

problems i.e. overcrowding, gaps in the

structure, leadership issues?

 

4) Do the leaders, managers and

employees have sufficient capability to

deal with the complexity they face in

their respective roles?

 

5) How do we ensure we have the right

people, in the right roles and at the right

time who are able to make the right

decisions in the face of the complexity

they encounter?
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BSA Staff News
We are pleased to announce the promotion of Motshidisi Rabaji to the position of Assessment Team Leader

and Debra Coakley to the position of Assessment Administrator. They will be starting their new roles soon

and we wish them all the best in their learning journey and look forward to the valuable contribution they

will make to BSA going forward!

 



Change Management:
Anchor Chain

 

'A model for planned
and unplanned

change'

 

BSA's change management consulting and training work is

growing from strength to strength. BSA developed its own

change management model and methodology a fews years ago

called the Anchor Chain. The model which was developed by

senior change practitioners provides clients and users with an

extremely comprehensive and unique approach.

 

The model addresses both planned and unplanned change, is

underpinned by Levels of Work, combines elements of

neuroscience and change agility, and is also simple, practical

and easy to use and implement.

 

Due to the benefits and value in using the Anchor Chain, as well

as the significant amount of change organisations

continuously go through, we have seen an upsurge in both

change management training, as well consulting requirements. 

 

BSA is currently engaged with some large scale change

consulting projects both in the mining sector. These projects

have involved the application of the Anchor Chain model to a

departmental restructure, as well as the implementation of

new company-wide remuneration processes. 

 

For more information on the Anchor Chain Model please email

info@bioss.com.

 

 

'Don't miss our
webinar

introducing our
change model on the

13th June 2019'

 



BSA's new capability tool
 

MCPA - SCAN

 

 

MCPA - SCAN
What is it?

 

The MCPA-SCAN is an online assessment that assesses an individual’s:

 

-Current capability to manage complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty

-Decision-making capability (operational through to strategic)

-Theme of Work where he / she will experience ‘flow’ and engagement

-Future potential

 

Features and Process

 

-The MCPA-SCAN is derived from the full MCPA

-It is a semi-automated process

-Candidates complete an online questionnaire (approx. 1 hour)

-An MCPA practitioner reviews and finalises the result

-Current and future potential is reported on

 

For more information or free demo's email info@bioss.com.
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EDAC Update
 

EDAC, a Cyprus based technology company, distributes a number of

online assessment products namely the MCPA, LPA & ELDI,

which focus on the analysis of human potential. BSA has been

distributing these tools in the SA market for many years. 

 

In 2018 we announced that BSA would be responsible for managing

the EDAC business operations globally. A year later and BSA has

been extremely busy managing the EDAC business, its' global

partnerships, as well as conducting international marketing and

business development. In addition, we have recently completed an

upgrade of Genie, which included a revamped MCPA process, as well

as the integration of the LPA. In the coming months further LPA

integration into Genie will be taking place, including the building of

exciting new LPA reporting and functionality. We will keep you

updated on progress and release dates.

 

In May 2020 we will be hosting an EDAC partner conference in

Istanbul, Turkey and whilst still a year away planning for the event

has already begun! We are extremely excited and are looking

forward to reconnecting with our many global EDAC partners!

 

 

EDAC & BSA partnership
EDAC Appointments (April 2019)
 
EDAC announced the appointment of
Jacques Haworth as EDAC's new Managing
Director
 
Paul Leibowitz was appointed as an
Executive Director of EDAC
 
Richard Sale, former MD, was appointed as
Chairman
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